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Abstract 
Let G 1, G 2 .. . .  , G. be n (~>2) copies of a graph G. We denote by G(n) the graph obtained by 
adding an edge to G i and G i÷ 1, i = 1,2 . . . . .  n - 1, and we call G(n) the path-union of n copies of 
the graph G. 
We shall relate the cordiality of the path-union of n copies of a graph to the solution of 
a system involving an equation and two inequalities, and give some sufficient conditions for that 
path-union to be cordial. The path-unions ofsuch graphs as cycles, wheels, fans, some cliques, 
Cartesian products and compositions of some graphs are shown to be cordial. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper all graphs are finite, simple and undirected. Let V(G) (or V) and E(G) 
(or E) be the vertex set and edge set of a graph G. A mapping f :  V(G) --. {0,1} is called 
0-1 labelling of the graph G. For simplicity's ake we shall write labellingf to mean 
0-1 labelling f For each v e V(G), f (v)  is called the label of the vertex v under f, and 
for each x = uv, the label on x under f is  given by [ f (u)  - f(v) l. The number of vertices 
(resp. edges) of G labelled with 0 and 1 under f will be denoted by v.r(O) (resp. e:(O)) 
and v:(1) (resp. e:(1)), respectively. We also define ~t( f )=v/ (O) -v : (1 )  and 
f l ( f )  = e:(O) - e:(1). If we interchange the O's and l's in the labelling f of G, the 
resulting labelling f ' ,  called the dual labelling of f, will have the property: 
a ( f ' )  = - a ( f )  and f l ( f ' )  = f l ( f ) .  (1) 
Hence for each labelling f of a graph G there exists a dual labelling f '  of f with the 
property (1)..A labelling f of a graph G is said to be cordial if 
I~( f ) l< l  and I f l ( f ) l< l .  
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Fig. 1. 
Definition I. A graph G is cordial if it admits a cordial labeling. 
Cordial graphs were first introduced by Cahit as a weaker version of both graceful 
graphs and harmonious graphs [2]. 
An equivalent definition of a cordial graph is as follows. 
Definition 2. A graph G -- (V,E) is cordial if and only if there exists a partition 
{1/1, I/2} of 1/such that the two induced subgraphs G = (V1,EI) and G 2 = (V2, E2) 
satisfy the following condition: 
IIVll-IV211~<l and IIEI- 2(IE, I+IE21)I<~ I.
Here we shall label the vertices of VI with 0 and those of V2 with 1; and we call the 
partition { V1, I/2 } a cordial partition of G. 
The order of a path is at least two, i.e. we do not regard a single vertex to be a path. 
Let G1, G2 . . . . .  Gn be n (/>2) copies of a graph G. We denote by G(n) the graph 
obtained by adding an edge to G~ and Gi+l, i = 1,2 . . . . .  n - 1, and we call G(n) the 
path-union of n copies of the graph G. 
Example 1. Fig. 1 shows a cordial labelling of a path-union of four 5-cliques. 
We shall give some sufficient conditions for a path-union of n copies of a graph to be 
cordial and show the path-unions of such graphs as cycles, wheels, fans, some cliques 
Cartesian products and compositions of some graphs are cordial. 
2. Path-union 
We shall relate the cordiality of any path-union of n copies of a graph to the 
solution of a system involving an equation and two inequalities. 
Theorem 1. Let fi, i = 1,2 . . . . .  q be q labellings of a graph G such that ~(fl) = ki and 
fl( fi) = hi. Then any path-union G(n) of n copies of G is cordial if the followin9 system 
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(*)  has a non-negative integral solution for the xi's: 
q 
E x i~n ' 
i= l  
i=~l kix i ~ 1 
i=~ hiXi ~ n -- 1. 
(,) 
Proof. Suppose x~ = di, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  q is a non-negative integral solution of the system 
( • ). Then we shall label di copies of G in G(n) with f ,  i = 1, 2 . . . . .  q. In view of the 
second inequality the n - 1 edges connecting the n copies of G can be suitably labelled 
so that the difference of the number of edges labelled with 0 and that labelled with 1 is 
at most 1. Hence the resulting G(n) is cordial. [ ]  
Corollary 1. Let f and g be two labellings of a graph G. 
(i) I f  G is cordial, then G(n) is cordial for n >1 2. 
(ii) I f  or(f) = k and fl( f ) = 0, then G(n) is cordial when n is even or a multiple of k. 
~ct( f )  = 0 and f l ( f )  = k, then G(n) is cordial for all n >1 k. 
(iii) I f  [~(g)= 0 and f l (g)= -k ,  
~( f )  = - 1 and f l ( f )  = - 2, 
(iv) I f  [~(9) = 3 and fl(9) = 2, then G(n) is cordial for all n >1 3. 
Proof. We shall prove only part (iv). The other parts can similarly be proved. 
(iv) We shall make use of the dual labellings of fand  g. Thus the system ( • ) is as 
follows: 
xx +x2 +x3 + x4 = n, 
I --Xl + X2 + 3X3 -- 3X41 ~< 1, 
I -- 2Xl -- 2X2 + 2X3 + 2X41 ~ n -- 1. 
If n = 3, then xl = 2, x3 = 1, x2 = x4 = 0 is a solution. 
If n = 4m, then xl = m, x2 = m, x3 = m and x4 = m is a solution. 
I fn=4m+l ,  thenx l=m+l ,  x2=m,  xa=mandx4=misaso lu t ion .  
I fn=4m+2,  thenx l=m+l ,  x2=m+l ,  x3=mandx4=misaso lu t ion .  
If n = 4m + 3, then xl = m + 2, x2 = m + 1, x3 = m and x4 = m is a solution. 
Hence by Theorem 1, G(n) is cordial for n/> 3. 
Note that the graph G(n) as defined is not unique since Gi and Gi+ 1 may be joined 
by an edge in possibily more than one way. However we may generalize the concept of 
G(n) and also Theorem 1 so that Corollaries 2 and 3 below will follow as conse- 
quences. Let G~, G2 . . . . .  Gn be graphs. A path-union of the graphs G~,G2 . . . . .  Gn is 
a graph obtained by joining G~ to Gi+~ by an edge, i=  1,2 . . . . .  n -  1. This may be 
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denoted by the symbol P(G1, G 2 . . . . .  Gn). If Gi = G for all i, we may write P(nG) or 
G(n) for the path-union. Then a revised version of Theorem 1 states: Let G1, G2 .. . . .  G~ 
be graphs and let J~ be a labelling of Gi with ~(f~) = ki and fl(f~) = hi, i = 1,2 .... ,q. 
Then there exists a cordial path-union P(xl GI, x2G2 .. . . .  xqG~) consisting of ri copies 
of Gi, i = 1, 2, ..., q if the system ( • ) in Theorem 1 has a non-negative integral solution 
of the xi's. 
Corollary 2. There exists a cordial path-union of any number of cordial graphs. 
Proof. Obvious. [] 
Corollary 3. There exists a cordial path-union of any number of 
(i) unicyclic graphs; 
(ii) Petersen graphs; 
(iii) trees; 
(iv) the Cartesian products of 
(a) two cordial graphs of even sizes, 
(b) Pn x C4m for all m and all odd n, 
(c) two trees of odd orders; 
(v) the compositions 
(a) Cn1'K2] of Cn with K2for n >>. 4 and n v ~ 2(mod4), 
(b) G1'H] for any graph G with any unicyclic graph H of even order m, where 
m # 2 (mod 4), 
(c) G1'P2 x Pm] for any graph G with the Cartesian product P2xPn for 
even n; 
(d) G[Q], where G is any cordial graph and Q is any cordial graph of odd order 
and even size, 
(e) T[T*] ,  where T is any tree and T* is any tree of odd order. 
Proof. It follows from Corollary 2 and the fact that all the graphs in Corollary 
3(i)-(iii) are cordial I2, 3J, the Cartesian products in (iv) and the compositions in (v) 
are cordial [4]. 
3. Path-union of cycles 
We write the cycle Cm = c(vl, v2,...,vm) to indicate V(Cm)= {vl, v2 .... ,vm} and 
vinyl, vivi+ l e E(Cm), i = 1,2 .... ,m - 1. 
Theorem 2. Any path-union Cm(n) of n copies of a cycle Cm is cordial for all n >>. 2 and all 
m>>. 3. 
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Fig. 2. 
Proof. When m = 0, 1 or 3 (mod 4) Cm is cordial [2]. Hence by Corol lary 1 (i) Cm(n) is 
cordial for all n i> 2. 
When m = 2(mod4)  say, m =4k + 2, the following two labellings of 
Cm = C(vx, v2,..., Vm): 
f (v i )  = 
0, i=  1,2,3, 
1, i = 4,5,6, 
0, i=21+1,21+2,  l=3 ,5  . . . . .  2k - l ,  
1, i=2 l+ 1 ,2 l+2,  l - - -4,6 . . . . .  2k, 
0, i=1 ,2 ,4 ,  
1, i = 3,5,6, 
g (v i )= 0, i=21+1,21+2,  l -3 ,5 , . . . ,2k -1 ,  
1, i=2 l+1,2 /+2,  l=4 ,6  . . . . .  2k, 
can easily be shown to satisfy the condition in (iii) of Corol lary 1 where k = 2. Hence 
Cm(n) is cordial for all n ~> 2 and m/> 3. [ ]  
Example 2. Fig. 2 shows a cordial C6(5 ). 
4. Path-union of cliques 
It is known that an m-clique is cordial if and only if m ~< 3. 
Theorem 3. Any path-union Kin(n) of n copies of an m-clique Km is cordial for m = 4, 6, 
7 and n >>. 2, and m = 5 and n >~ 3. 
Proof. It is routine to verify that a 4-clique has a labelling f with a ( f )= 0 and 
f l ( f )  = - 2. In [4] it is shown that there exists five labellings f l , f2,f3,f4 and fs of 
K6 such that ~( f l )  = 2 and f l ( f l )  = - 1, ~(f2) = - 2 and fl(f2) = - 1, a( f3)  = 4 
and fl(f3) = 5, a( f4)  = - 4 and fl(f4) = 5, and a ( f s )  = 0 and f l ( fs)  = - 3; and there 
exist three labellings, f l ,  f2 and f3 of K7 such that a( f t )= 3 and f l ( f3 )= 1, 
• (f2) = - 3 and fl(f3) = 1, and a(f3)  = 1 and fl(f3) = - 3; and there exist four 
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labellings f l ,  f2, fa and f4 of Ks such that 0t(fl) = 1 and f l ( f l )  = - 2, ~(f2) = - 1 
and f l ( f2 )=-2 ,  ~( f3 )=3 and f l ( f3 )=2,  and c t ( f4 )=-3  and f l ( f~)=2.  
We shall only prove that K6(n) is cordial for n >t 2. The other cases can similarly 
be proved. 
For  n = 2, one 6-clique is labelled with f l ,  the other with f2 and the added edge 
with 0. For  n = 3, one 6-clique is labelled with f3, two with f2, and the two added 
edges with 1. For  n = 4, one 6-clique is labelled with f3, two with f2, one with fs, 
one with f l .  Now we consider the following cases: n = 4k, k >t 2, and n = 4k + i, 
i = 1,2,3. 
Case 1. n = 4k, k >/2. We need the five labellings f~, f2, f3, f4 and fs. Thus the 
system ( . )  is as follows: 
Xx +x2+xa+x4+xs=n,  
[2xl - 2x2 + 4xa - 4x4 + 0xs[ ~ 1, 
l -x1  - x2 + 5x3 + 5x4-  3x51 ~ n - 1, 
xl = x2 ---- 2, x3  = x4  = k - 1, x5  = 2k  - 2 is a solution. 
Case 2. n = 4k + i, i = 1, 2, 3. We only need the labellings f3, f4 and fs. Thus the 
system ( • ) is as follows: 
X 3 "Jr- X 4 "4- X 5 = 4k  + i, 
[4x3 - 4x4 + 0xs[ ~< 1, 
[5x3 + 5x4 - 3x5[ ~ 4k + i -  1 
x 3 ~--- X 4 ~--- k, x5 = 2k + i is a solution for i = 1, 2, 3. []  
Example 3. Fig. 3 shows a path-union K7(4). 
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Proof. Suppose a path-union K,.(2) is cordial. Then there exists a cordial partition 
{ VI, V2 } of V. We may assume 
V 1 = {~il, Vi2, ..., l)i,,Ui,+l, Ui,+ 2, . . . ,U i ,} ,  
where r <~ ~, the vi's are vertices of one Km and the ufs are the vertices of another K,,. 
{ [ ( ; )2  +(m- - r ) ]2  i f{v~'ul}CVl and - 
[E , [+[E2[ :  [ ( ; )  (m- r ) ]  
2 + 2 + 1 if {~)I,Ul} CS V1 or {v~,ul} ~_ V 2, 
where v~ and ul are the endpoints of the connecting edge. 
But since IEI = 2(~) + 1, we must have 
l 
It thus follows 
or  
m(m -- 1) = 4r(m - r) + 2q, (2) 
where q = - 1,0, or 1. Let h = ~ - r. Then from (2) we obtain 
(2h) 2 = m + 2q, 
which implies m - 2, m, or m + 2 must be a perfect square. 
Conversely suppose m + 2q is a perfect square for some q =-  1, 0, 1. Let 
(2h) 2 = m + 2q, where h is not necessarily an integer. By letting r = ~ - h (which is 
always an integer) and reversing the above argument we obtain 
2 I (~ ) (m- -  = + 
+ 2r ) l  (2 )  q" 
If q = 0 or 1, we may choose any 
Vl = {t)i,'l)i . . . . . .  l)i,'Ui . . . .  Ui . . . . . . . .  U i .} '  
such that {vl,ul) ~- V1 and {vl,ua) ~- V2 = v\ V1. 
Then 
IVll---IV21 = m, 
and 
[ (~)  (m-r ) ]=(2)  (2 )  IElI+IE21=2 + 2 or +1,  
IIEI - 2([Exl + IE21)l ~ 1, 
and hence by Definition 2, Kin(2) is cordial. 
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If q = - 1, then choose V1 similarly but with {vl,ul) - VI so that [(;) (mr)l 
[Ell + IE2] = 2 + 2 + 1 
and that 
I l Ea l -  2(IExl + IE21)I = 1. 
Example 4. Fig. 4 shows a cordial Kq(2). 
5. Path-union of wheels and fans 
A wheel Wm is obtained by joining all vertices of a cycle Cm = C(vl,v2, ...,vm) 
to an extra vertex Vo called the centre. The wheel W,  is cordial if and only if 
m ~: 3 (mod 4) [2]. 
A fan Fm(m >>. 2) is obtained by joining all vertices of a path P~ = P(vl, I)2 . . . .  ,1)m), 
where vivi÷l ~ E[Pm], i = 1, 2 . . . .  , m - l, to an extra vertex Vo called the centre, and 
contains m + 1 vertices and 2m - 1 edges. All fans are cordial [2]. 
Theorem 5. There is a cordial path-union Win(n) of n copies of a wheel Wm for all 
m >~ 3 and n >>. 2. 
Proof. By Corol lary l(i) we need only to show the case when m = 3(mod4). The 
following two labellings of Wm: 
0, i = 0,3,4,5, 
1, i=  1,2,6,7, 
f (v i )=  O, i=21,21+1,  1=4,6  . . . . .  2k, 
1, i=21,21+1,  l=5 ,7  . . . . .  2k+l ,  
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0, 
g(vi) = 1, 
1, 
O, 
i=0 ,2 ,3 ,7 ,  
i=1 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,  
i=21,2 l+1,1=4,6  . . . . .  2k, 
i=21,21+1,  I=5,7  ....  ,2k+l ,  
are such that ~( f )  = 0 and f l ( f )  = 2, ~(#) = 0 and fl(g) = - 2, and hence by Corol- 
lary 1 (iii) W,(n)  is cordial for all m >i 3 and n >i 2. 
As all fans F ,  (m/> 2) are cordial, we have 
Theorem 6. There is a cordial path-union Fro(n) of n copies of a lan  Fmfor all m >>. 2 
and n >1 2. 
6. Concluding remark 
We relate the cordiality of a path-union G(n) of n copies of a graph G to the 
existence of some labellings J~, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  q of G having the following property: 
~t(f/):ri and fl(fi)=ti, i=1 ,2  . . . . .  q. (#)  
If there is a graph G having property (#) ,  then there are infinitely many 9raphs G + 
having property (#).  Indeed, let H be a cordial graph of even order and even size 
(there are infinitely many such graphs). The graph G + obtained by joining an equal 
number  of vertices labelled with 0 and with 1 of H to any one vertex of G will possess 
property (#).  Repeated application of this argument will give us infinitely many 
graphs with property (#).  
Let Qi be the ith cordial path-union of the collection Gi = {Gi j l j - -  1,2 . . . . .  q~}, 
i=  1,2, ... ,m. If these Qi (i -- 1,2 .. . .  ,m) cordial path-unions are joined by m - 1 
edges to form a longer path-union P+ of length equal to Y.i%l q~, then P+ is also 
cordial. 
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